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ABSTRACT: Reduction-responsive micelles hold enormous promise for
application as drug carriers due to the fast drug release triggered by reducing
conditions and high anticancer activity. However, the effect of hydrophobic
chain length on the stability and guest exchange of reduction-responsive
micelles, especially for the micelles formed by diblock copolymers containing
single disulfide group, is not fully understood. Here, shell-sheddable micelles
formed by a series of disulfide-linked copolymer poly(ethylene glycol)-b-
poly(ε-caprolactone) (PEG−SS−PCL) containing the same chain length of
PEG but different chain lengths of hydrophobic block PCL were prepared and
well characterized. The influence of the chain length of hydrophobic PCL
block on the stability and guest exchange of PEG−SS−PCL micelles was
studied by the use of both dynamic laser light scattering (DLS) and
fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET). The results show that longer
PCL chains lead to a slower aggregation rate and guest exchange of micelles in
the aqueous solutions containing 10 mM dithiothreitol (DTT). The cell uptake of the shell-sheddable PEG−SS−PCL micelles in
vitro shows that the amount of internalization of dyes loaded in PEG−SS−PCL micelles increases with the chain length of
hydrophobic PCL block investigated by flow cytometric analysis and confocal fluorescence microscopy.

■ INTRODUCTION
It is well-known that self-assembly of amphiphilic block
copolymers into polymeric micelles and vesicles can provide
hydrophobic regions and/or hydrophilic cavities to encapsulate
hydrophobic and/or hydrophilic drugs.1,2 These nanocarriers
have received much attention over the last three decades due to
an ability to prolong the circulation time of drugs in the blood
and to accumulate in tumor tissues because of the enhanced
permeability and retention (EPR) effect, which could also
reduce side effects of anticancer drugs.3−7 Moreover, stimuli-
responsive polymer micelles have been designed to trigger the
release of drugs and enhance the therapeutic efficiency.8−11 In
particular, micelles and nanogels formed from reduction-
responsive polymer with monofunctional disulfide group or
multifunctional disulfide groups have been shown to promote
drug delivery in cancer cells, presumably due to the higher
concentration of the reducing agent glutathione (GSH) in the
cell interior (2−10 mM) than the extracellular environments
(2−10 μM).12−38 For example, Zhong and co-workers reported
that shell-sheddable micelles formed from block copolymers
containing only one disulfide group between hydrophilic block
and hydrophobic block released doxorubicin (DOX) much
faster inside cells and showed a higher antitumor efficacy as
compared to reduction insensitive micelles.13−15 They also
found that dual-responsive biodegradable micelles and
functionalized reduction-sensitive micelles exhibited superior

tumor growth inhibition.17−20 Wang and co-workers reported
that shell-detachable micelles assembled from a single disulfide-
linked copolymer of poly(ε-caprolactone) and poly(ethyl
ethylene phosphate) (PCL−SS−PEEP) displayed reduction-
responsive release and faster intracellular DOX release.21 Oh
and co-workers prepared a series of shell-sheddable micelles
based on hydrophobic polylactide (PLA) block that exhibited
enhanced release of encapsulated drugs from micelles.22−24

Although different reduction-sensitive micelles have been
synthesized and characterized, the stability and guest exchange
of these micelles are not well understood, in particular, for the
micelles formed from diblock copolymers containing a single
disulfide group.13,14,21,30 Until now, to the best of our
knowledge, only a few studies have been done on the
mechanism of the release of loaded compounds and drugs
and guest exchange of the reduction-sensitive micelles.31,32 For
example, Cheng et al. studied the stability of disulfide bonded
poly(ethylene glycol)-(cysteine)4-poly(D,L-lactic acid) (PEG-
(Cys)4-PDLLA) in the bloodstream and they found that the
reduction-sensitive micelles have a higher stability after
systemic administration compared to the reduction-insensitive
micelles using fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET)
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methods.31 It is well-known that there is a pair of dyes in FRET
methods and one dye acts as the energy donor and the other
serves as the energy acceptor. When the distance between the
two dyes is comparable to the Förster radius, energy transfer
may occur if the fluorescence emission spectrum of the donor
overlaps the absorption spectrum of the acceptor.39−41

Recently, this method has also been used to study the stability
and release behavior of micelles formed by reduction insensitive
block copolymers in vitro and in vivo.42−57 Moreover,
Thayumanavan et al. utilized FRET to investigate the stability
and guest exchange of cross-linked polymer nanogels and
recently they found that the mechanism of guest change in the
pH-sensitive nanogels can change between collision-based
mechanism and diffusion-based mechanism based on the
microenvironment of the nanogel interior.26,27,44,45

In this work, the effect of the chain length of the
hydrophobic block (PCL) on the stability and guest exchange
of the micelles formed by disulfide-linked copolymer PEG−
SS−PCL was studied by a combination of FRET method and
laser light scattering. Moreover, we also used flow cytometric
analysis and confocal fluorescence microscopy to investigate the
influence of chain length of PCL segment on the cellular uptake
of PEG−SS−PCL micelles in vitro and related dyes release
kinetics from these micelles.

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS
Poly(ethylene glycol) methyl ether (PEG113−OH, Mn = 5000
g/mol, Aldrich) was dried by azeotropic distillation from
toluene before each reaction. ε-Caprolactone (CL, Aladdin,
99%) was purified by distilling under reduced pressure over
calcium hydride. Sodium azide (NaN3, Sigma-Aldrich, 99%), p-
benzenesulfonyl chloride (TsCl, Alfa Aesar, 98%), 1,6-
hexanediol (Ourchem, 96.5%), 2-hydroxyethyl disulfide (Al-
drich, 90%), propargyl bromide (Aladdin, 97%), sodium
hydride (NaH, Aladdin, 80%), N,N,N′,N′,N″-pentamethyldie-
thylenetriamine (PMDETA, Sigma-Aldrich, 99%), stannous
octoate (Sn(EH)2, Sigma-Aldrich, 95%), 3,3′-dioctadecylox-
acarbocyanine perchlorate (DiO, Beyotime), 1,1′-dioctadecyl-
3,3,3′,3′-tetramethylindocarbocyanine perchlorate (DiI, Beyo-
time), and dithiothreitol (DTT, Aladdin, 99%) were used
directly as received without further purification. Dimethylfor-
mamide (DMF, Sinopharm, 97%) was purified by distilling
under a reduced pressure after dried over anhydrous
magnesium sulfate. Dichloromethane (DCM, Sinopharm,
97%) and triethylamine (TEA, Sinopharm, 99%) were distilled
over CaH2. Tetrahydrofuran (THF, Sinopharm, 97%) and
toluene (Sinopharm, 97%) were distilled over metal sodium
using benzophenone as an indicator.
The synthesis of PEG−SS−PCL is described in detail as

follows, as shown in Scheme 1, and the synthesis of PEG−CC−
PCL is similar.
Synthesis of PEG113−tosylate (PEG113−OTs). p-Benze-

nesulfonyl chloride (TsCl) (7.63 g, 40.00 mmol) were
dissolved in dichloromethane (DCM, 50 mL). Under nitrogen
protection the TsCl solution was added into a DCM (50 mL)
solution containing poly(ethylene glycol) methyl ether (20.00
g, 4.00 mmol) and triethylamine (TEA, 5.30 mL, 40.00 mmol)
at 0 °C and within 0.5 h. The reaction was stopped after stirring
for 24 h at room temperature with the addition of 100 mL of
water. The mixture was diluted with DCM (100 mL) and
washed with 1 M hydrochloride acid (HCl) solution (80 mL)
followed by saturated sodium chloride aqueous solution (80
mL) for three times. Then the DCM solution was dried over

anhydrous sodium sulfate. The solvent DCM was removed by
rotary evaporation. The crude product was dissolved in THF
(50 mL), then precipitated into an excess of cold diethyl ether
and collected by filtration. The purification process was
repeated twice. Finally, the polymer (PEG113−OTs, 13.60 g)
was acquired by filtration and dried in a vacuum oven at room
temperature in a 68% yield.

Synthesis of PEG113−N3. The synthetic method of
PEG113−N3 by azidation has been published previously.58,59

PEG113−OTs (5.00 g, 1.00 mmol) and sodium azide (1.30 g,
20.00 mmol) were dissolved in purified DMF (80 mL). The
reaction mixture was stirred at 30 °C for 30 h. After removing
the solvent DMF under reduced pressure, the mixture was
diluted with THF. Following by centrifugation at 4000 rpm at
room temperature for 30 min, the supernatant liquid was
precipitated into an excess of cold diethyl ether. The product
(PEG113−N3, 4.85 g) was collected by filtration and dried in a
vacuum oven in a 97% yield.

Synthesis of the Initiator ≡−SS−OH. The initiator of
ring-opening polymerization of ε-caprolactone was synthesized
according to our previous work as follows.60 2-Hydroxyethyl
disulfide (29.94 g, 175.00 mmol) was dissolved in the mixed
solvents of purified THF (150 mL) and DCM (150 mL) at
room temperature. Then NaH powder (4.38 g, 145.83 mmol)
was added to the reaction in three consecutive portions under
nitrogen atmosphere at 0 °C within 3 h. The reaction mixture
was stirred at room temperature for another 1 h. Under
nitrogen protection, THF solution (150 mL) containing
propargyl bromide (13.76 g, 116.67 mmol) was added into
the reaction mixture within 1 h. The reaction was stopped after
stirring for 7 h at room temperature with the addition of a few
drops of water. Then the mixture was filtered and dried over
anhydrous sodium sulfate. The solvent was removed by rotary
evaporation. The crude product was purified by column
chromatography on silica gel (eluent: n-hexane/ethyl acetate
10:1 to 5:1) to give a pale-yellow clear oil (≡−SS−OH, 11.30
g) in a 50% yield.

Synthesis of ≡−SS−PCL. ≡−SS−PCL with different molar
masses was synthesized through ring-opening polymerization
using ≡−SS−OH as an initiator and Sn(EH)2 as a catalyst.61

For example, the procedure of the synthesis of ≡−SS−PCL39
(Mn = 4.6 × 103 g/mol) is outlined as follows. ≡−SS−OH

Scheme 1. Synthetic Pathways for PEG−SS−PCL and PEG−
CC−PCL
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(0.1152 g, 0.60 mmol) and Sn(EH)2 (0.0486 g, 0.12 mmol)
were dissolved in purified toluene (30 mL) in a three-necked,
round-bottomed flask under a nitrogen atmosphere at 110 °C.
Then, ε-caprolactone (3.00 g, 26.30 mmol) was added into the
reaction quickly. The reaction mixture was stirred at 110 °C for
another 10 h under reflux. After removing the solvent toluene
under reduced pressure, the remaining portion was diluted with
THF, then precipitated into an excess of cold diethyl ether. The
polymer (≡−SS−PCL39, Mn = 4.6 × 103 g/mol, 2.55 g) was
obtained by filtration and dried in a vacuum oven in an 85%
yield. ≡−SS−PCL with other number-average molar masses of
2.7 × 103 and 7.1 × 103 g/mol were synthesized through the
same procedure using different ratios of monomer to the
initiator.
Synthesis of PEG−SS−PCL. The block copolymer was

synthesized by click chemistry.62,63 For example, the procedure
of the synthesis of PEG113−SS−PCL39 is outlined as follows.
PEG113−N3 (0.5000 g, 0.10 mmol), ≡−SS−PCL39 (0.4800 g,
0.10 mmol), and PMDETA (0.0173 g, 0.10 mmol) were
dissolved in DMF (10 mL) and degassed via three freeze−
pump−thaw cycles. CuBr (0.0154 g, 0.10 mmol) was rapidly
added to the mixture using a small hot funnel. The reaction was
heated to 50 °C and stirred for 48 h. After that, the reaction
mixture was passed through neutral alumina to remove metal
salt using THF as the eluent. After removing the excess solvent,
the block copolymer was precipitated into an excess of cold
diethyl ether and collected by filtration. The final product
(PEG113−SS−PCL39, 0.9114 g) was acquired after drying in a
vacuum oven in a 93% yield. The unreacted ≡−SS−PCL39 was
removed by the click chemistry with excessive azide resin.64

The copolymer (0.1000 g, 0.01 mmol), the azide resin (0.0034
g azide group 0.01 mmol/g), and PMDETA (0.0017 g, 0.01
mmol) were added in DMF (2 mL), and the mixture was
degassed via three freeze−pump−thaw cycles. CuBr (0.0015 g,
0.01 mmol) was added to the mixture. The reaction was heated
at 60 °C and stirred for 48 h. The PCL precursor was grafted to
the resin. The catalyst and resin were removed after passing
through neutral alumina. Other copolymers (PEG113−SS−
PCL22, PEG113−SS−PCL61) with different molar masses of
PCL were synthesized through the same procedure.
Characterization. 1H NMR. The 1H NMR spectra were

recorded on a Bruker AV400 spectrometer operating at 400
MHz. Each sample was dissolved in deuterated chloroform
(CDCl3, 0.6 mL) and tetramethylsilane (TMS) was used as an
internal standard.
Gel Permeation Chromatography (GPC). The weight-

average molar mass (Mw), number-average molar mass (Mn),
and the polydispersity index (PDI = Mw/Mn) of the samples
were determined by a Waters 1515 gel permeation chromatog-
raphy (GPC) instrument equipped with three Waters Styragel
columns (HR2, HR4, and HR6) and connected with a
refractive index detector (RI, Wyatt WREX-02) at 35 °C.
THF was used as the eluent at a flow of 1.0 mL/min, and the
instrument was calibrated by a series of polystyrene standards.
Preparation of PEG−R−PCL Micelles Loaded with

Dyes. PEG−SS−PCL diblock copolymer (10.0 mg), DiO
(0.075 mg), and DiI (0.075 mg) were dissolved in acetone
(0.50 mL). The solution was dropped into Milli-Q ultrapure
water (5.00 mL) at a speed of 2.8 mL/h. Because acetone is
miscible with water and PCL is insoluble in water, PEG−SS−
PCL micelles were formed. Subsequently, the micellar solution
was dialyzed against 1 L Milli-Q ultrapure water with a dialysis
bag (Green Bird, molecular weight cutoff (MWCO) = 14 000

Da) for 48 h. The water was changed after 24 h. The free PEG
was removed during the dialysis procedure. The polymer
concentration after dialysis was measured after vacuum drying
the solution. The preparation of PEG−CC−PCL micelles is
similar.

Determination of Critical Micelle Concentration
(CMC) of PEG−R−PCL. The CMC values of PEG−R−PCL
were determined using pyrene as a fluorescence probe on an F-
4600 fluorescence spectrophotometer (Hitachi High-Technol-
ogies Corporation, Tokyo Japan).65 The excitation spectra were
recorded by scanning the excitation wavelength from 280 to
380 nm at a fixed emission wavelength of 390 nm. The widths
of both excitation and emission slits were set at 2.5 nm, and the
PMT voltage was 900 V. The intensity (peak height) ratio of
I338/I335 from the excitation spectra was analyzed as a function
of the copolymer concentration. The CMC value was calculated
from the intersection between two lines obtained by fitting the
points at the inflection and at low concentrations.

Sizes and Aggregation Kinetics of PEG−R−PCL
Micelles. The average hydrodynamic radii of micelles were
determined by dynamic light scattering (DLS). Measurements
were carried out at 20 °C by a commercial Laser Light
Scattering spectrometer (ALV/CGS-8F S/N 028, Germany)
with a 22 mW UNIPHASE He−Ne laser (λ = 632.8 nm) as the
light source. The micellar solutions were filtered through a 450
nm hydrophilic PTFE filter (Millipore, Bedford, MA) to
remove dust before measurements. For the measurements of
aggregation kinetics of different PEG−SS−PCL micelles in
response to 10 mM DTT aqueous solutions, after degassing
with nitrogen for 2 min, the concentrated DTT aqueous
solution was filtered through a 450 nm hydrophilic PTFE filter.
The DTT aqueous solution and PEG−SS−PCL micellar
solutions were mixed. The final solution contains 1.0 mg/mL
of PEG−SS−PCL micelles and 10 mM of DTT. The average
hydrodynamic radius and the hydrodynamic radius distribution
were determined using DLS with a duration of 5 min and a
scattering angle of 30°.

Guest Exchange Dynamics of PEG−SS−PCL Micelles.
Two aqueous solutions containing PEG−SS−PCL micelles
loaded with 0.75 wt % DiI or 0.75 wt % DiO were prepared
separately. After degassing with nitrogen for 2 min, the
concentrated DTT aqueous solution was filtered through a
450 nm hydrophilic PTFE filter. The DTT aqueous solution
and two micellar solutions filtered through a 450 nm
hydrophilic PTFE filter were mixed. The final concentrations
of copolymer and DTT were 1.0 mg/mL and 10 mM,
respectively. The fluorescence spectroscopy was recorded on an
F-4600 fluorescence spectrophotometer (Hitachi High-Tech-
nologies Corporation, Tokyo Japan). The emission spectra
were obtained by scanning the emission wavelength from 490
to 600 nm at a fixed excitation wavelength of 488 nm. The
widths of both excitation and emission slits were set at 2.5 nm,
and the PMT voltage was 950 V.

Flow Cytometry Analysis. For flow cytometric analysis,
Hela cells were seeded at a density of 2 × 105 cells per well in 6-
well plates in 1.5 mL of a medium at 37 °C in a 5% CO2
humidified atmosphere. The original media were replaced with
media with different micelles loaded with DiO, where the final
concentration of DiO was 7.5 μg/mL. The cells were incubated
for different times at 37 °C and then rinsed with PBS. The cells
were trypsinized and resuspended in cold PBS (0.5 mL) for
flow cytometric analysis at the FL1-channel using a BD FACS
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Calibur flow cytometer. For each sample, 10 000 events were
collected. Cells without any treatment were set as control.
FRET Imaging. FRET imaging was performed on an

Olympus IX81 inverted-microscope. FRET images were
acquired with 488 nm excitation and spectral filters of 488−
524 nm and 561−605 nm for the detection of fluorescent
emission of DiO and DiI, respectively. Hela cells were seeded at
a density of 80 000 cells per well in 35 mm glass bottom cell
culture dish in 1.5 mL of a medium at 37 °C in a 5% CO2
humidified atmosphere. The original media were replaced with
media with different micelles loaded with both DiO and DiI,
where the final concentrations of DiO and DiI were 7.5 μg/mL.
And then, the dishes were placed in the CO2 incubator. The
images were collected every 10 min for 3 h.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Synthesis of PEG-R-PCL Copolymers. As shown in

Scheme 1, PEG−SS−PCL was synthesized by a Cu-catalyzed
azide−alkyne cycloaddition (click chemistry) of PEG113−N3
and ≡−SS−PCLn. First, PEG113−OTs was prepared through
the reaction between PEG113−OH and p-benzenesulfonyl
chloride using TEA as a catalyst in DCM, and the 1H NMR
spectrum of PEG113−OTs is shown in Figure S1. Then
azidation substitution reaction by sodium azide in DMF led to
PEG113−N3, and Figure S2 shows the 1H NMR spectrum of
PEG113−N3, indicating the high azidation efficiency (∼98%).
On the other hand, ≡−R−PCLn were synthesized through ring-
opening polymerization of ε-caprolactone using ≡−SS−OH or
≡−CC−OH as initiators and Sn(EH)2 as a catalyst in toluene.
The 1H NMR spectra of the initiators ≡−SS−OH and ≡−
CC−OH are shown in Figures S3 and S4, indicating high purity
of the samples. The molecular weight of PCL was controlled by
the ratio of the monomer to the initiator. A typical 1H NMR
spectrum of ≡−SS−PCL39 is shown in Figure S5. The azide−
alkyne cycloaddition of PEG113−N3 and ≡−SS−PCLn catalyzed
by CuBr was carried out in DMF at 50 °C for 48 h. Figure 1

shows a typical 1H NMR spectrum of the copolymer PEG113−
SS−PCL39 with 39 denoting the number of CL repeating units
per copolymer chain calculated from the integral area of the
peaks (j−n). The integral area ratio of a characteristic peak (e)
belonging to “click” ring verifies high reaction efficiency
(∼93%). The 1H NMR spectra of two other block copolymers
(PEG113−SS−PCL22 and PEG113−SS−PCL61) are shown in
Figures S6 and S7. As shown in Figure 2, GPC curves of
PEG113−N3, ≡−SS−PCL39, and PEG113−SS−PCL39 show
unimodal distributions with low PDI values for all three
polymers and the peak of copolymer PEG113−SS−PCL39 shifts
to a shorter retention time compared with that of PEG113−N3

and ≡−SS−PCL39, indicating the complete coupling of
PEG113−N3 and ≡−SS−PCL39. The GPC curves of the two
other copolymers (PEG113−SS−PCL22 and PEG113−SS−
PCL61) are shown in Figure S8. The GPC and 1H NMR
characterization results of all the copolymers are summarized in
Table 1.

Micelle Formation and Characterization. The critical
micelle concentrations (CMC) of amphiphilic copolymers with
different molar masses were determined using pyrene as a
fluorescence probe. As shown in Figure 3, the CMC of
PEG113−SS−PCL39 obtained from the intersection between the
fitted line of the points at the inflection and fitted line of the
points at low concentrations is 3.91 × 10−3 mg/mL and the
CMC of PEG113−SS−PCL22 and PEG113−SS−PCL61 are 6.69
× 10−3 mg/mL and 2.54 × 10−3 mg/mL, respectively, as shown
in Figure S9. Note that the CMC values of PEG−SS−PCL
decrease gradually with the increase in the molar mass of the
hydrophobic PCL block when the chain length of PEG
hydrophilic chain is kept as the same, which is consistent with
other reports.66,67

PEG−SS−PCL micelles were prepared by adding an acetone
solution containing PEG−SS−PCL block copolymers and two
dyes (DiO and DiI) into the ultrapure water at a speed of 2.8
mL/h using a PHD 2000 syringe pump. The average
hydrodynamic radius (⟨Rh⟩) and hydrodynamic radius
distributions ( f(Rh)) of the formed micelles by DLS are
shown in Figure 4. The results indicate that the ⟨Rh⟩s of PEG−
SS−PCL micelles are in the regime of 50−80 nm and the PDI
values are below 0.30, indicating a narrow distribution of the
micelles. Moreover, ⟨Rh⟩ of the micelles increases with the
molar mass of the hydrophobic PCL block. The surface density
of PEG of the micelles was determined according to the
approach as described in our previous work.68 For example, a
typical Zimm plot in Figure S10 shows that the Mw of PEG113−
SS−PCL39 micelles is 6.57 × 107 g/mol and the estimated
surface density of PEG of the PEG113−SS−PCL39 micelles is
∼1.14 chain/nm2. The characterization results of CMC, ⟨Rh⟩,
PDI and the surface density of PEG of these micelles formed by
PEG113−SS−PCL22, PEG113−SS−PCL39, and PEG113−SS−
PCL61 are also summarized in Table 1. Note that the surface
density of PEG decreases slightly with the increase in PCL
length.
The pair of two dyes (DiO and DiI) is widely used in various

FRET experiments. The energy transfer is efficient when the
average distance between the donor DiO and the acceptor DiI
is less than 2−10 nm and the Förster radius, the characteristic
distance with 50% energy transfer efficiency, is 4.5 nm for this

Figure 1. 1H NMR spectrum of PEG113−SS−PCL39 in CDCl3, where
the copolymer concentration was ∼15 mg/mL.

Figure 2. GPC curves of PEG113−SS−PCL39, ≡−SS−PCL39, and
PEG113−N3. The copolymer concentrations were ∼5 mg/mL.
Temperature: 35 °C. Eluent: THF at a flow rate of 1.0 mL/min.
Standards: narrowly distributed polystyrenes.
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FRET pair.69,70 In our experiments, when both DiO and DiI
molecules were loaded into the micelles, the fluorescence
resonance energy transfer (FRET) ratio defined as γFRET = IDiI/
(IDiO + IDiI) is 0.88, which is calculated from fluorescence
emission spectra of PEG113−SS−PCL39 micelles aqueous
solution shown in Figure S11, where IDiO and IDiI were the
fluorescence intensity of the peaks at 510 and 573 nm,
respectively. When the copolymer micelles loaded with the dyes
were dissolved in acetone which is a good solvent for the two
blocks (PEG and PCL) and the dyes, micelles dissociated into
diblock copolymers and the FRET ratio decreases to 0.19 due
to the increase in the average distance between DiO and DiI
molecules, which is in accordance with the results obtained by
Cheng et al.42 So the stability of micelles and the release
kinetics of the dyes could be studied by monitoring the change
of the FRET ratio.
Aggregation Kinetics of PEG−SS−PCL Micelles. The

cleavage of the single disulfide bond between PEG and PCL
blocks with the addition of DTT aqueous solution can lead to

the aggregation of the micelles.13 The aggregation kinetics of
different PEG−SS−PCL micelles in response to 10 mM DTT
was studied by dynamic light scattering (DLS), as shown in
Figure 5. With the addition of DTT, the average hydrodynamic

radius (⟨Rh⟩) of PEG113−SS−PCL22 micelles increases from 50
to 125 nm within 100 min and then levels off after about 120
min. The time dependence of ⟨Rh⟩ of PEG113−SS−PCL39
micelles can be well fitted by an equation ⟨Rh⟩ = 54t0.19,
indicating a diffusion-limited cluster−cluster aggregation
(DLCA).71,72 However, the aggregation kinetics of PEG113−
SS−PCL39 and PEG113−SS−PCL61 micelles are similar to each
other, but different from that of PEG113−SS−PCL22 micelles.
Figure 5 shows that the ⟨Rh⟩ of PEG113−SS−PCL39 micelles
only slightly increases in ∼150 min and then increases to 120
nm within 200 min. PEG113−SS−PCL61 micelles have a similar
aggregation process but a longer induction period of ∼400 min.
The aggregation process can be well fitted by an exponential
function, that is, ⟨Rh⟩ = 57 + 4et/86 for PEG113−SS−PCL39
micelles and ⟨Rh⟩ = 79 + et/183 for PEG113−SS−PCL61 micelles,
indicating a reaction-limited cluster−cluster aggregation
(RLCA).73 The Mws of PEG−SS−PCL micelles measured by
LLS are 2.06 × 107 g/mol, 6.57 × 107 g/mol, and 1.85 × 108 g/
mol for PEG113−SS−PCL22, PEG113−SS−PCL39, and PEG113−
SS−PCL61, respectively. Thus, the average number densities of
the micelles formed by PEG113−SS−PCL22, PEG113−SS−
PCL39, and PEG113−SS−PCL61 are 2.93 × 1013 mL−1, 9.15 ×
1012 mL−1, and 2.72 × 1012 mL−1, respectively, which follows
the order: PEG113−SS−PCL22 > PEG113−SS−PCL39 >
PEG113−SS−PCL61. So the difference in aggregation processes
might be due to the difference in the average number density of
these micelles, that is, the higher average number density may
result in a faster aggregation rate of PEG−SS−PCL micelles.

Guest Exchange Dynamics of PEG−SS−PCL Micelles.
Figure 6a shows the time-resolved fluorescence emission
spectra of PEG113−SS−PCL39 micelles in aqueous solutions
without the addition of DTT when two micelles loaded with

Table 1. Characterization Results of the Block Copolymers and the Micelles

copolymers micelles
1H NMR GPC DLS

samples Mn (g/mol) Mn (g/mol) Mw (g/mol) Mw/Mn ⟨Rh⟩ (nm) PDI CMC (mg/L) σ (chain/nm2)

PEG113−SS−PCL22 7700 10100 11200 1.10 51.3 0.24 6.69 1.21
PEG113−SS−PCL39 9600 13400 15100 1.13 61.8 0.26 3.91 1.14
PEG113−SS−PCL61 12100 16600 19200 1.16 82.9 0.26 2.54 1.10

Figure 3. Plot of the fluorescence intensity ratio I338/I335 obtained
from excitation spectra of pyrene as a function of the PEG113−SS−
PCL39 copolymer concentrations. The excitation spectrum was
obtained by scanning from 280 to 380 nm at a fixed emission
wavelength of 390 nm. The widths of both excitation and emission
slits were set at 2.5 nm and the PMT voltage was 900 V.

Figure 4. Hydrodynamic radius distribution f(Rh) of PEG113−SS−
PCL22 (□), PEG113−SS−PCL39 (red ○), and PEG113−SS−PCL61
(blue △) micelles loaded with 0.75 wt % DiI and 0.75 wt % DiO
formed in aqueous solutions, where the copolymer concentrations
were 1.0 mg/mL.

Figure 5. Time dependence of average hydrodynamic radius of
PEG113−SS−PCL22 (□), PEG113−SS−PCL39 (red ○), and PEG113−
SS−PCL61 (blue △) micelles loaded with 0.75 wt % DiI and 0.75 wt %
DiO in aqueous solutions containing 10 mM DTT, where the
copolymer concentrations were 1.0 mg/mL.
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DiO and DiI molecules separately were mixed. The
fluorescence intensity of the donor DiO (IDiO) at 510 nm is
strong, and that of the acceptor DiI (IDiI) at 573 nm is weak,
indicating the lower FRET ratio (0.24) as DiO and DiI
molecules are in different micelles. Then IDiO slightly decreases
and IDiI increases with time, indicating that the dye molecules
escape from the original micelles into other micelles during the
exchange of the diblock copolymer chains between micelles.
The diffusion induced guest exchange is the main pathway
because of the intact PEG shell of the micelles. Both PEG113−
SS−PCL22 and PEG113−SS−PCL61 micelles exhibit similar
phenomena, as shown in Figure S12. Figure 6b shows the time
dependence of IDiI/(IDiO + IDiI) of the three different micelles.
All of the FRET ratios increase slightly with time and in detail,
the FRET ratio increases from 0.26 to 0.41, from 0.24 to 0.30,
and from 0.25 to 0.29 within 12 h for PEG113−SS−PCL22,
PEG113−SS−PCL39, and PEG113−SS−PCL61 micelles, respec-
tively. The increase rate of the FRET ratio of PEG113−SS−
PCL22 micelles is the highest, presumably due to the lowest
encapsulation stability because of the highest chain exchange
rate of the PEG113−SS−PCL22 micelles with the shortest core
chain length. Choi et al. suggested that chain exchange in
micelles formed by poly(styrene-b-ethylene-alt-propylene)
(PS−PEP) was facilitated by reducing the chain length of the
hydrophobic PS block using time-resolved small-angle neutron
scattering,74 which is consistent with our results.
When DiI-loaded and DiO-loaded PEG113−SS−PCL39

micelles were mixed in aqueous solutions containing 10 mM
DTT, the change of the fluorescence emission spectra with
time is different from that without the addition of DTT. As
shown in Figure 6c, IDiO decreases dramatically, and IDiI
increases with time, indicating the increase in the exchange
rate of the dyes between different micelles due to the cleavage

of the PEG chains. The time-resolved fluorescence emission
spectra of two other micelles (PEG113−SS−PCL22 and
PEG113−SS−PCL61 micelles) are similar to that of PEG113−
SS−PCL39 micelles at the beginning of the experiments, as
shown in Figure S13. For PEG113−SS−PCL39 micelles, after 8 h
the decrease in the fluorescent intensity of both DiI and DiO is
due to the precipitation of unstable large aggregates, as shown
in Figure S14. The time dependence of the FRET ratios of
three different micelles in aqueous solutions containing 10 mM
DTT is summarized in Figure 6d. For PEG113−SS−PCL39
micelles with the addition of DTT, the FRET ratio increases
much faster from 0.26 to 0.74 in 8 h. Dye exchange rate of the
micelles in aqueous solutions containing 10 mM DTT follows
the order: PEG113−SS−PCL22 > PEG113−SS−PCL39 >
PEG113−SS−PCL61, indicating that detachment of PEG shells
increases collision-induced dye exchange rate, and PEG113−
SS−PCL22 exhibited the fastest dye exchange rate because of
the highest average number and smallest hydrodynamic radius
of the PEG113−SS−PCL22 micelles. Note that the detachment
of PEG shells also increases the efficiency of the diffusion-
induced dye exchange rate because now the dyes can easily
diffuse into the aqueous solution without PEG shell as a barrier.
Comparing with the aggregation kinetics of micelles shown in
Figure 5, the increase rates of FRET ratios are slower than that
of ⟨Rh⟩s for all three kinds of micelles, indicating that the
exchange of dyes (DiI and DiO) between the aggregated
micelles is not instantaneous and needs time.

Internalization of PEG−SS−PCL Micelles in Vitro. The
internalization of the micelles formed by PEG113−CC−PCL41
and PEG113−SS−PCL39 was studied. The flow cytometric
analyses of Hela cells incubated with DiO-loaded PEG113−
CC−PCL41 or DiO-loaded PEG113−SS−PCL39 micelles for 2 h
and the mean fluorescence intensities (MFI) of cells incubated
with DiO-loaded PEG113−CC−PCL41 or PEG113−SS−PCL39
micelles after indicated times are summarized in Figure S15.
The result shows that fluorescence peak of Hela cells incubated
with the micelles formed by PEG113−SS−PCL39 exhibits right
shift relative to Hela cells incubated with PEG113−CC−PCL41
micelles, implying that reduction-responsive micelles have
higher intracellular delivery as compared to the PEG113−CC−
PCL41 micelles, which is consistent with the reported
findings.13,21

The effect of hydrophobic PCL chain length of reduction-
responsive micelles loaded with DiO on the cellular uptake
behavior was investigated using flow cytometric analyses. As
shown in Figure 7, the result indicates that the DiO
fluorescence intensity increases with the incubation time within

Figure 6. (a,c) Time-resolved fluorescence emission spectra of
PEG113−SS−PCL39 micelles loaded with 0.75 wt % DiI or 0.75 wt
% DiO separately in aqueous solutions without the addition of DTT
(a) and with the addition of 10 mM DTT (c). The emission spectrum
was obtained by scanning the emission wavelength from 490 to 600
nm at a fixed excitation wavelength of 488 nm. The widths of both
excitation and emission slits were set at 2.5 nm and the PMT voltage
was 950 V. (b,d) Time traces of FRET ratios (γFRET = IDiI/(IDiO +
IDiI)) of PEG113−SS−PCL22 (□), PEG113−SS−PCL39 (red ○), and
PEG113−SS−PCL61 (blue △) in aqueous solutions without the
addition of DTT (b) and with the addition of 10 mM DTT (d),
where the copolymer concentrations were 1.0 mg/mL.

Figure 7. (a) Flow cytometric analyses of Hela cells after 2 h
incubation with different DiO-loaded PEG−SS−PCL micelles. (b)
The mean fluorescence intensities (MFI) of cells incubated with DiO-
loaded PEG−SS−PCL micelles after indicated times. Flow cytometric
analysis at the FL1-channel and 10 000 events were collected for each
sample. Cells without any treatment were set as control.
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4 h. Moreover, cells treated with PEG113−SS−PCL61 micelles
exhibit the highest fluorescence intensity. The fluorescence
intensity increases with the PCL chain length, presumably
because the increase in PCL chain length led to the relatively
larger hydrodynamic radius of PEG−SS−PCL micelles as the
surface PEG density only slightly decreases, as shown in Table
1. Our finding is consistent with the results reported by Win
and Feng, who stated that the uptake of poly(lactic-co-glycolic
acid) (PLGA) nanoparticles coated with poly(vinyl alcohol)
(PVA) with a diameter of 100 nm is 2.3-fold greater than that
of 50 nm nanoparticles.75

Four kinds of micelles loaded with both DiO and DiI formed
by PEG113−CC−PCL41, PEG113−SS−PCL21, PEG113−SS−
PCL39, and PEG113−SS−PCL44 were added into the cell
culture medium, and the cellular internalization behavior of
PEG−R−PCL micelles in vitro was monitored using a confocal
fluorescence microscopy. Figure 8 shows confocal microscopy
images of Hela cells after 2 h incubation and these FRET
images were acquired with 488 nm excitation and spectral filters
of 488−524 nm and 561−605 nm for the detection of
fluorescent emission of DiO and DiI, respectively. Hela cells
treated with reduction-responsive micelles exhibit higher
fluorescence intensity than those treated with the PEG−CC−
PCL micelles, which is in agreement with our results of flow
cytometric analyses and the reported findings.50 It is also clear
that the green (DiO) and red (DiI) fluorescence intensities
increase with the PCL chain lengths. The strong red
fluorescence intensity in the extracellular space for both
reduction-nonresponsive and reduction-responsive micelles
indicates a high energy transfer from the donor molecules
(DiO) to the acceptor molecules (DiI) because they are nearby
and the micelles are stable during the incubation. Note that the
FRET ratio outside the Hela cells is ∼0.85 and the fluorescence
intensity in the extracellular space for all the micelles is similar
because the amount of micelles is excessive in our study. The

red fluorescence signal (DiI) located on the cell membrane and
in the cell interior suggests that some whole micelles internalize
into cells. However, we cannot exclude the possibility that some
DiI dyes released from micelles locate in the proximate position
close to those released DiO dyes as some groups also observed
the recovery of FRET efficacy due to the colocalization of
FRET dyes after internalization.50,51 For PEG113−SS−PCL39
micelles, a green color is observed on the cell membrane and
the intracellular space and the average FRET ratios on the cell
membrane and in the intracellular space reduce to ∼0.59 and
∼0.52 in 120 min, respectively. Figure S16 shows the time
traces of DiO and DiI average fluorescence intensities on the
cell membrane, in the cell exterior, and the cell interior. The
average FRET ratios calculated from fluorescence intensities of
DiO and DiI on the membrane and in the intracellular space
decrease from 0.73 to 0.56 and from 0.74 to 0.49 in 180 min,
respectively, as shown in Figure 9, suggesting that the micelles
could enter into the Hela cells once they are added to the
medium, and then the guests loaded in micelles start to release
immediately.

■ CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have successfully synthesized disulfide-linked
copolymer PEG−SS−PCL with the same chain length of
hydrophilic block PEG but different chain lengths of hydro-
phobic block PCL by the use of ring-opening polymerization
and click chemistry. Longer PCL chains lead to lower CMC
values and larger average hydrodynamic radius of micelles. The
aggregation rates of PEG−SS−PCL micelles in response to 10
mM DTT observed by DLS follow the order: PEG113−SS−
PCL22 > PEG113−SS−PCL39 > PEG113−SS−PCL61. The guest
exchange of PEG−SS−PCL micelles in response to 10 mM
DTT was studied using the FRET method. The results suggest
that longer hydrophobic chains lead to slower guest exchange
rates. Moreover, the internalization of PEG−SS−PCL micelles

Figure 8. Confocal microscopy images of Hela cell incubation with PEG113−CC−PCL41, PEG113−SS−PCL22, PEG113−SS−PCL39, and PEG113−SS−
PCL61 micelles loaded with both 0.75 wt % DiI and 0.75 wt % DiO for 2 h. FRET images were acquired with 488 nm excitation and spectral filters of
488−524 nm and 561−605 nm. Within each image set, green color is the image of DiO’s emission shown in the top line, and red color is the image
of DiI’s emission shown in the middle line. Yellow color is overlay of green and red shown in the bottom line. Scale bar is 10 μm.
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in vitro measured by flow cytometric analysis and confocal
fluorescence microscopy show that micelles with longer
hydrophobic chains exhibit higher cellular internalization,
implying that higher cell uptake could compensate the slower
guest release rate.
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